Effects of unexpected perturbations on trajectories and EMG patterns of rapid wrist flexion movements in humans.
To investigate how motor programs can be modified by sensory inputs we recorded kinematic and EMG patterns from normal human subjects performing well-practised wrist flexion movements in response to an auditory tone. On random trials unexpected wrist perturbations were introduced at varying times after the signal to move had been given. Extension perturbations delivered before agonist EMG onset resulted in an increased maximum velocity (MV) during the wrist flexion movement and in an increased target overshoot even though the wrist was further from the target than expected by the subject at the onset of the movement. The first agonist EMG burst and the antagonist burst were both increased in magnitude in these perturbed trials. Flexion perturbations delivered before the agonist EMG onset moved the hand nearer to the target just prior to movement onset. These resulted in a reduced MV, but the expected increased target overshoot did not occur. The first agonist burst was reduced in magnitude, and the antagonist burst was increased in magnitude. Perturbations delivered after agonist EMG onset produced less change in the first agonist and antagonist EMG burst, and less compensation for the perturbation was evident in wrist position and velocity recordings. These results indicate that, at least in some situations, motor programs for rapid voluntary movements can be modified by afferent inputs. This interaction between central motor commands and sensory feedback might occur at the cortical or spinal level, depending on when perturbations occur relative to onset of EMG and movement. The timing of the EMG changes suggest that both reflex mechanisms and longer latency 'voluntary' adjustments contribute to the compensatory changes in movement trajectory.